
Welcome to Retro Arcade, where the past meets the 
future. Retro Arcade is committed to preserving the 
glory days of the coin operated arcade machine through 
innovation and technology – like Ice Cold Beer.

THE MOST FUN YOU’VE HAD IN YEARS
Ice Cold Beer remake features by Retro Arcade include: 
◦ Brand new cabinet and components but will look and play just like the original
◦ Assembled in the upper Midwest USA
◦ Completely redesigned operating systems using modern technology and eliminating

many of the failure points of the original machines
◦ Brilliant silk screened glass art
◦ Proprietary FPGA board design to emulate exact original game play
◦ Screw drives with powerful stepper motors replacing belt drives
◦ Sensors on many holes to allow for expanded game plan
◦ Designed from the ground up with technician input for easy maintenance and repair
◦ Game upgrade abilities
◦ Future competition play abilities
◦ Coin door bill acceptor capable
◦ Small floor space footprint
◦ Original leaf spring joystick controllers

ICE COLD BEER ARCADE GAME
◦ Commercial Grade
◦ Coin Operated
◦ Amusement Machine
◦ Remade & Assembled in the USA

HIGHEST SCORE
2,160,000 Points

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER
Taito

ORIGINAL RELEASE DATE
1983

ICE COLD BEER, HERE!



CLASSIC FUN MEETS 
MODERN GAMING

QUALITY GAMES LICENSED REMAKES
MODERN TECH

& DESIGN

Retro Arcade identifies and 
licensees unique nostalgic arcade 
games, and redesigns the machines 
to incorporate today’s technology 
to provide an enhanced player 
experience with years of low 
maintenance game play.

At Retro Arcade, all licensed retro 
arcade games are built to emulate 
and look like the original machines 
using modern cabinet building 
techniques and updated parts and 
components. This allows the new 
machines to play and appear like 
the originals while offering many 
updated features.

Many of the retro game 
enhancements are designed for 
greater operator reliability, lower 
maintenance, and ease of operation 
including bluetooth and wifi 
connectivity, which allows for 
remote tracking and updates.

THE LEGACY MACHINE 
DEVELOPERS
At Retro Arcade, we want to honor the past by 
recreating some of the most popular games of the 
past – while providing profitable options to 
operators and establishment owners to place these 
games in locations that have had few, if any, choices 
for the past 25 years. 
Ready for an Ice Cold Beer? Contact us today!

(800) 524-2343 | sales@betson.com
www.betson.com


